Homecoming Hopefuls

CATHY WEISENBACK
Drama and theater major. Cathy is an 18-year-old Tulsa freshman. She is the daughter of Claudia Wilson, Tulsa. She will represent the freshman class.

KELLY POLSTON
KELLY POLSTON
Kelly is a computer science major from Pryor. She is the 18-year-old daughter of Carol Polston and is a sophomore. She will represent the Computer Science Club.

DEBORAH HARRIS
DEBORAH HARRIS
Deborah is a journalism major, representing the Puma Club. She is from Commerce, Texas, and is an 18-year-old freshman. Deborah is the daughter of Carl and Carol Harris.

TREVA GAINES
TREVA GAINES
Treva, a computer science major will represent the Black Student Union. She is the 18-year-old daughter of Frances Gaines, Tulsa.

JODI BURGIN
JODI BURGIN
Jodi is the daughter of Joe Burgin, Oklahoma. She is an 18-year-old freshman majoring in animal science and will represent the Aggie Society.

MELVA TIPTON
MELVA TIPTON
Melva is the 18-year-old freshman representative of the Student Senate. She is the daughter of Joan Tipton, Spencer, and is an accounting major.

KAY ROSE
KAY ROSE
Kay is an 18-year-old Miami freshman. She is the Engineering Society candidate, majoring in English, and is the daughter of Ollie Rose.

KIM LINDSAY
KIM LINDSAY
Kim, who is a Claremore native, is the daughter of Janette Lindsay. She is representing the Business Club and is a 16-year-old freshman.

GERRI GARDNER
GERRI GARDNER
Gerri, a majorette and a member of the cheerleader club, is a 16-year-old sophomore in the Business School and is the daughter of Robert Gardner, Tulsa.

RANELLE BUSSEY
RANELLE BUSSEY
Ranelle is a 16-year-old secretarial science major. Ranelle is the daughter of Vern and Barbara Busey. She will represent the Electronics Club.

KELLY THOMPSON
KELLY THOMPSON
Kelly is a freshman English major. She is representing the Automotive Club and is the daughter of Linda Boren, Tulsa. Kelly is an 18-year-old.

JEANETTA SNIDER
JEANETTA SNIDER
Jeanette is an 18-year-old business major and the daughter of Carol Boren, Tulsa. She will represent the Business Club.

SUSAN METHVIN
SUSAN METHVIN
Susan is the daughter of Kenneth Methvin, and is a 16-year-old majorette. Susan will represent the Business Club and the daughter of E.J. Methvin.

KIM GILMORE
KIM GILMORE
Kim, who is a 19-year-old majorette, is the daughter of Charles and Fern Gilmore. She is a business administration major, and will represent the Student Senate.

MARY BENNETT
MARY BENNETT
Mary, who is Vann Hall's entrance, is an 18-year-old Lovett Grove freshman. She is a business major, and will represent the Student Senate.

KATHY STARLING
KATHY STARLING
Kathy is a 19-year-old sophomore representing the cheerleader club and the daughter of John Starling, Lonetown Grove.

JUDI SANDERS
JUDI SANDERS
Judi is a 19-year-old majorette. She is a business major from Pryor and the daughter of Barbara Wood. Judi is an 18-year-old majorette.

SHARON GEIGER
SHARON GEIGER
Sharon, a native of Ramona, Kansas, is a majorette and the daughter of Lloyd Geiger.

GLENDA CHRISTIAN
GLENDA CHRISTIAN
Glen is the 19-year-old daughter of Glenn Christian. Glen is in the Business Club and plans to be a legal secretary.

JANIE COOPER
JANIE COOPER
Janie is an 18-year-old majorette from Edna, Kansas. She will represent the Pi Theta Kappa sorority and plans to be a legal secretary.

JENNY CURRAN
JENNY CURRAN
Jenny is the daughter of Shirley Center, Grove. She is an 18-year-old majorette majoring in music, and will represent the Chorus.

KARRIE SHOCKLEY
KARRIE SHOCKLEY
Karrlie is the daughter of Fred Jackson, Tulsa. She is a 19-year-old majorette representing the Homecoming and the daughter of Jean Shockley and will represent O.N.A.

TANYA JACKSON
TANYA JACKSON
Tanya is the daughter of Fred Jackson, Tulsa. She is a 19-year-old majorette representing the Homecoming and the daughter of Jean Shockley.

JANET LAYTON
JANET LAYTON
Janet is a 19-year-old majorette from Tecumseh. Janet is a 19-year-old majorette and the daughter of Raymond Janette and will represent the A.I.D.D. candidate.

SONDRA FIRE
SONDRA FIRE
Sondra is a 19-year-old majorette from Tecumseh. Sondra is an English major and the daughter of Ray and Linda. She is the N.A.S. Candidate.
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Local Talent Aids Annual Marathon

By Tina Luster

The KORS Radio Marathon, held earlier this week, will benefit the United Way fund agencies.

"We feel that the public will give more readily in a marathon situation than separately in eleven different drives," remarked David G., program manager of KORS. "A marathon is a lot of fun and it extends the drive."

THE GOAL SET for this year is $54,000. "I feel we will make the goal because of better organization in arranging the marathon," said Stern. Last year the marathon did not quite reach the goal, but it was extremely close."

KORS got involved in United Way drive last July when new management took over the station. The marathon was set up to help the drive and was also used for a public relations outlet for the station," noted Stern. "Since the station had new management, the first marathon (last year) was used to establish the stations in the community."

"The local entertainment, both live and taped, were of much better caliber than last year," commented Stern. Groups included the rock group Queen and the Wing World Power Turn-

National Brangus Queen Focuses Life on Cattle

By Pam Rushbrooke

"I've been around Brangus all my life," claims National Brangus Queen, Jodi Burgin. burgin, an Oklahoma student, was selected as the new queen after trying for the title in September at the New Mexico State Fair in Albuquerque. "I couldn't believe it when they announced me," she explained.

During competition, which was held in one day, Burgin had to give a speech, personal interview, write an essay and take a test over general information on Brangus cattle. Actually, she had to do this twice, as she was also trying for the Brangus Association Scholarship.

"I won the scholarship, and people began to say my chances of becoming queen weren't as good. Then when I won I just stood there," she exclaimed.

Burgin is an active member of the live stock judging team at NEO. She is a member of the Aggie Society and plays intramural volleyball. The burger, Burgin hopes to learn more about the different cattle raising techniques, and to meet different people who work with Brangus. She will spend a lot of time traveling as queen as it is her duty to go to all the Brangus shows and help to award presentations throughout the United States. Burgin is a household name around the Burgin home. Her family raised this type of cattle. The whole family gets involved and travels to other shows to attend fairs and shows. Burgin has shown Brangus since she was nine years old.

Drama Major Aims for Theater Career

By Jean York

"I enjoy theater because it gives me a chance to be versatile," stated drama sophomore, Randy Whalen, senior.

"I can be in a Japanese forest one day, in the middle of New York the next, and in a wild west show after that. I also enjoy the feedback about my performance," remarked Whalen.

Whalen recently portrayed Colonel Parry in the production "Twelfth of the August Moon."

"I enjoyed playing this character. I really liked the part. Colonel Parry, in my opinion, shouldn't have been in the army. He doesn't believe he was to be either but since he is there he has decided that he is going to be the toughest and meanest colonel he can. He goes strictly by the book," commented Whalen.

"The play was a joy to do. It was funny, humorous, and it was a great way to start getting to know the freshmen. I considered Shot White a superb director," noted Whalen.

Whalen became interested in stage because his high school speech teacher urged him to send a cutting of his acting to a contest.

Campbell's Music

113 N. Main
542-7272

Miami Floral & Greenhouse
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Drafting Lab

Class Illustrates Patience is Asset

By Ruby Cavins

"You have to like teaching, if a person didn't like teaching he wouldn't be able to get into this line of work," commented Leonard Bachman, drafting and design instructor.

"Being with students in a classroom situation can be quite rewarding," Bachman noted. He has been a member of the NEDO staff for eleven years and teaches classes in modern drafting, technical drawing, architectural drafting, piping, and structural drafting.

"WE TEACH WHAT we consider to be the basics in drafting. After a student finishes these courses, he or she can go on to specialize." Bachman explained. "If a student wishes to go on to specialize he or she can expect to spend up to 3 years in internship before becoming independent."

One common mistake that is made about drafting is the amount of artistic ability involved. "Any person who has a reasonable amount of intelligence can take this course. The hard part is the amount of concentration and patience necessary," commented Bachman.

"There is a course offered in technical illustration which requires artistic ability, because of the need for detailed scale drawings," he stated. "Basically, what a draftsman is required to do is to interpret the sketches, calculations, and notes from an engineer.

The draftsman is to make a detailed drawing according to the available specifications," stated Bachman.

AS WITH ANY course, enrollment varies from year to year. "Between the time a student decides to major in drafting and the semester ends, we might lose 20 per cent of them," Bachman stated. "Some of them get

Tulan Thomas Meadows works on drafting project as instructor Leonard Bachman gives a helping hand.

Class Illustrates Patience is Asset

New Magazine Examines African Culture

Michael Oyetadeh, NBO government instructor and editor of a new magazine, African Cultural Digest, "I came up with the idea about six months ago, and it just seemed to grow from there," stated Oyetadeh. "I did it to encourage students who are interested in either submitting articles or subscribing to the Digest to get in touch with me."

AN EXCERPT FROM Oye
tadeh's first editorial reads, "African Cultural Digest is designed to bridge the gap of understanding and occasional social misunderstanding and to cultivate cultural understanding between the African and the Black Americans..."

As a periodic publication it will feature African culture, politics, religion and social life. It will include Black American lifestyles and verifiable anecdotes of cultural origin and how they relate to African cultures.

"With this publication, we hope to take you through an exciting cultural adventure everyday month by month, so that you will build the understanding gap between the Black Americans and the African peoples," commented Oyetadeh.

THIS MAGAZINE IS directed toward clarifying some of the differences between people and the ideas and hopes of people subscribing to the Digest are sponsored trips to Africa at discount rates; free course or training in African languages; free membership in the Association for International and Cultural Education; and much more.

Coetta Ray, English instructor

Campus Ministry Sponsors Kids Halloween Spookhouse

The NCO Campus Ministry will sponsor a Spookhouse as part of their scheduled activities for October.

"The Spookhouse will be open Oct. 31, from 7:30 to 7:50 p.m., until 9:30 p.m. for students in each grade to attend." stated Keith Spalding, director of the ministry. "We are looking for students who wish to take part in the Spookhouse in the capacity of dressing up as spooky and helping clean up after the festivities are over."

There will be a party held for those who participate in the Spookhouse. In addition, students should contact Keith Spalding at 542-9527, Randy Foster 542-1977, or Maurice Edwards campus extension 248.

Regular activities include Sunday evening rituals at 9:30 p.m. on Monday and Friday morning worship service at 7:30 a.m. Bible Study of those students engaged Monday at 6 p.m. or Tuesday at 4 p.m.

Food sessions on Wednesdays from 6 to 7 p.m. and Thursday evening study hours are from 10 p.m. until midnight. Other activities will be offered, depending upon interest of students and faculty.

Our Spookhouse will be open to the public and will be coordinated under the guidance of the "methodical Church." Church activities will be arranged in front of the ministry at 9:15 a.m. Sunday. Lutherans and other denominations not encouraged need to contact Spalding about transportation arrangements.
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Alumni Teams Return
Silver Anniversary
Squad Remembe Red

By Jeff Goodhue
Sports Editor

Celebrating their silver anniversary, the first of the Golden Nurse football team will be honored during the game in this Saturday.

The Golden Nurse winning team will be this Saturday.

Saturday activities will be cli- cued with the Golden Nurse football game. Team members for the Golden Nurse team will be honored during the game.

The Golden Nurse victory over the University of Denver was

Silver Anniversary National Year Unit
Relieves Old Age

By Curtis McGinnis

A new study shows that the long-term effects of smoking are worse than previously thought. The study found that smoking can cause a variety of health problems, including heart disease, cancer, and lung disease. The study also found that smoking can cause a variety of mental health problems, including depression and anxiety.

The study, which was published in the Journal of the American Medical Association, analyzed data from more than 200,000 people. The study found that smoking was associated with a higher risk of developing these health problems.

The study's authors say that these findings highlight the importance of quitting smoking. They note that quitting smoking can improve a person's health and reduce their risk of developing these health problems.

The study's authors also say that these findings suggest that smoking is a major public health problem. They note that smoking is the leading cause of preventable death in the United States. They also note that smoking is a major cause of healthcare costs.

The study's authors say that these findings highlight the importance of public health efforts to reduce smoking. They note that public health efforts to reduce smoking have been successful in many countries.
Basketball Drills Begin For Conference Race

By Ed Goodhew

Seeking to fill vacancies formed by graduation, the NEO Golden Bear men’s basketball team has begun pre-season workouts.

Head coach Cletus Green will be limited in the early going due to the return from last season’s 12-9 squad after two lettermen from last season’s 12-9 squad, The Norse posted an impressive Conference action last season.

SPORTS
Mumphrey Happy With Progress

By Mark Mars

"I don’t think I play big. I think it’s a great sport," commented Mumphrey basketball coach Ken Mumphrey when asked about his best 5-11, 170-pound senior from Spiro, Okla., who has continued to maintain his position as third leading scorer, which is the return from last year’s 21-year-old, 6-7, 240-pound returning senior.

The 5-11, 170 sophomore from Spiro, Okla., has continued to maintain his position as third leading scorer, which is the return from last year’s 21-year-old, 6-7, 240-pound returning senior.

Coming from Spiro, where Mumphrey graduated, he continued his education and became a star in basketball. He also filled his athletic ambitions there and was a key man on both the varsity baseball and track teams. In his junior year he helped his school’s basketball team go 30-0.

In his junior year he helped his school’s basketball team go 30-0, only to lose in the state final.
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Brinkley Strives For Better Style

By Rae Lynn Taylor

"I need to go in and help with our pass defense. It's weak right now. I mean, I can play defense; I've been a defensive end before," Brinkley added. "I don't feel that I can go out and be one of the best "coaches" on the team, but I can get to the spot and take the ball away from him."

Brinkley, a senior, was named Defensive Player of the Year by the Texas Association of Sports Coaches. He has 211 tackles and 13 sacks on the season. He has also intercepted three passes and has one fumble recovery.

Brinkley is a key player for the team this year. He is the team's leading tackler with 113 tackles and has been named to the All-District Team.

"I'm going to do everything I can to help the team," Brinkley said. "I want to be a leader on the field and off the field."

James Brinkley

James Brinkley

"I love the Norsemen tradition. It's something that I feel is a part of me. I want to give it my all and be a good football player," Brinkley said.

Homecoming Finale

Norsemen Host Wranglers

By Rick Lunsford

"We need to stop the passing game. We need to stop the rushing game and we need to stop the receiving game," said Lunsford.

The Norsemen are coming off a loss to the Anderson Jews, who beat them 27-21. The Wranglers are coming off a loss to the Temple Wildcats, who beat them 20-14.

"We're going to have our hands full on defense," said Lunsford. "They have a lot of good receivers and a lot of good running backs."

Arkansas JV

Hogs Drop NEO

By Mary Paul

"We need to be able to run the ball and we need to be able to stop the run," said Coach Joe Barfield.

The Hogs fell to the NEO Golden Bears 21-7 in their last game. The Bears outscored the Hogs 14-0 in the second half.

"We need to improve our defense," said Barfield. "We need to get more turnovers and we need to get more sacks."

Intramural Highlights

Flag Football

American Conference

East

Hard 2nd Floor

3-0

West

3-0

Rolling 2nd Floor

South

4-1

Central

3-1

North

3-1

Women's volleyball

Standings

1. Scarlet Bums

2. Titans

3. Cyclones

4. Lady Bears

5. Lady Demons

Women's basketball sign-up will start Oct. 11 and run through Nov. 2. Intramural play is from Nov. 2 to Dec. 12.
Teahouse Earns Excellent Rating

"Teahouse of the August Moon" by John Patrick and directed by several hundred single. This is a very slick and smooth show. It was produced in the true Hollywood fashion, everything in its place, and a real sound off the stage.

WHILE I HATE to compare new albums to old releases because the two good groups will ever stay the same. I am still going to compare this album to where between their debut album and Debut on SCHWIN.

I didn't mean to criticize DOUBLE VISION. This release has been much more carefully prepared than its predecessor. The album opens with a tune called "Dirty White Boy." While the significance of this phrase escapes me, it is still a catchy tune guaranteed to keep running through one's mind even to the brink of insanity. As a matter of fact, this is probably the groups best rock effect on the album. The backup is clean, not overpowering to the vocal, sung incidentally by the team of Jones and Grable. Even at this time it is cloming in the surveys.

The next track, called "Love song to the Telephone" is not quite up to the overall par of the group, but is still a credible attempt. Perhaps some other group can do something with the song does have some potential. After hearing to "White Boy" however, the song just doesn't keep up the pace. This track is probably one of the more youth oriented songs on the album and could conceivably appeal to the adolescent listener. No group should be knocked for grabbing the kids money when it is burning holes in their pockets anyway. A dollar is a dollar in anyone hand.

THE NEXT SONG is one which is a common one by the group of the Knack. It is certainly a nod from this groups usual sound. Titled "Get Westen" it is an interesting deviation for this group but I doubt that it ever will sing. There are perhaps three or more "Get Westen" tunes on this album of my opinion. The real deal was a song called "Modern Day." This song was born heavy even with Jones changing the vocals it never was a chance. I think the vocals could have been used for filler material and been heard to even hear the title lyrics on the album.

FOREIGNER Vocalizes a Song Variety

By Rick Bohling

Hang on out there all you Foreigner Junkies and get ready for another bit of pure, sweet rock in the form of HEAD GAMES.

With this, their latest release, Foreigner has assured themselves a spot on the chart for probably several more years. This is a very slick and smooth album. It was produced in the true Hollywood fashion. Everything in its place, and a real sound off the stage.
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